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Dear Student... 
Welcome to Chebrolu Engineering College’s Portal of Learning Here, the spirit of the institution 

instilled among the students has been to seek be-yond the mere completion of a course, training for a 

degree or securing simple employment. All of us, the Staff & Management, wish to see you all grow 

into World-class professionals Entrepreneurs of great wealth & influence Leaders in professions of 

your choice 

You are all aware that attaining this kind of success or honor is not easy. It is possible only when we 

are able to impart you training in a holistic way and you receive the same with all earnestness. A 

holistic approach means much more than a sound educational program. No doubt, a thorough 

knowledge base with good grades is very essential. But the real value addition takes place through: 
Development of Right attitudes - which includes positive thinking, ability to take up challenges & 
high levels of resilience. 
Balanced Behavior – willingness to give others what you wish to receive from others- love, respect, 
freedom etc., 

Team Spirit – ability to share & work in teams. 
Good Communication – winning manners, right body language & ability to communicate without 
hurting or humiliating others. 



 

As students, if you can develop these traits in addition to acquiring sound knowledge in your 

classes or labs, it will eventually shape you into top ranking professionals, entrepreneurs & 

leaders besides making you good human beings. 

Also, as members of this institution you must freely affiliate with this institution, and make a 

decision to be bound by its rules, regulations and principles. As students, make your four-year 

study a memorable experience. 

On completion of your course, you will be the alumnus of Chebrolu Engineering College, 

which is a lifelong association. Therefore, we expect that everything should go well with you 

during your stay on the campus. Towards creating this supportive and intellectually 

stimulating atmosphere on the campus, we seek your active cooperation. 

This code of conduct is designed to guide you through your four - year study on the campus. 

It is aimed at making you aware of your rights & responsibilities and at the same time 

facilitate you to avail all the resources of the campus be it the infrastructure, common 

amenities or human resources to the optimum level, so that you can have a productive 

learning experience. 

Our ultimate endeavor at Chebrolu Engineering College is to shape you into well groomed, 

vibrant & successful professionals, of whom the parents, teachers as well as the nation can be 

proud of. 

 

Out Side the Campus 
 

 The Unique Conduct make yourself esteemed and get recognized among the other 

students with standards. 

 Your character is not judged by your marks or grades but from your behavior and the 

language of the communication. 

 Disturbance may invoke the problems so it should be offended and you should make 

classroom learning atmosphere peaceful. 

 From the moment you wait for the bus to the moment you sit in the class your 

language, attitude and behavior should be decent and dignified. 

 When you have discussions at leisure that should not promote humility, hurting, 

insult, jealous and the other vices and make them free from ambient atmosphere. 

 

Discipline 
 Discipline is an added ornament to the beauty of glory. 

 It can be displayed at every moment from the moment of driving your vehicles with 

regulations and to the moment of arriving the home without allegations and disputes. 

 It is advisable to keep your voice level and body language in positive mood and non- 

aggressive mode. 

 You are suggested to make the harmonious atmosphere which is essential for 

academic achievements. 

 You must respect and courteous towards our fellow beings and honor our traditions. 



 

 You must obey the rules of the institution during your stay in the campus. 

 You must know how to manage the time at the intervals to be a great source for the 

development of social and academic relations. 

 Students are instructed to keep their official presence at the right time and the 

amenities can be used in its allotted time like canteen, dining room, playground, 

library facilities, internet centers etc. 

 When you don’t have the class, you should make use of the library resources. 

 Students are cautiously instructed to avoid the late coming to the class work. 

 The dress code of the institution shows the association of the student with the 

institution and it helps to create the feeling of oneness and professionalism towards 

your work and career. 

 You must be the part of building vibrant culture and Nation through your personal 

prestige and social stand by the support of the institution reputation. 

 Every student should follow the institutional dress code. 

 The institution will give you the photo identity card which enables the student to have 

the natural introduction with other student s and teachers and to establish the affinity 

with the organization. 

 The student must cooperate to a smooth process of teaching learning system in a 

peaceful atmosphere. So, you have to avoid the unwanted noise and disturbance, 

which may cause for the distraction. 

 Students are strictly advised to be careful and cautious while they are on the passage/ 

corridors to avoid hindrances in terms of using unnecessary equipment or blocking the 

others etc. 

 The role of the teacher besides the parents is vital so every student should generate a 

kind of divine bond with teachers for their personal growth 

 Students should avoid loitering in the corridors and on the lawn in their allotted busy 

schedules. 

 Students have to extend their cooperation to the administrative authorities keep either 

premises or classrooms neat and tidy by using the waste bins. 

 Students should be a special pride of the institution for utilizing the library sources 

smoothly. 

 Students are advised to create serene atmosphere with sanctity and tranquility. 

 Every student should comprehend the consumption of alcohol; the use of tobacco may 

not only injurious to health but also give the mean outlook and degrade the 

educational values in the society. 

 One has to sustain the decency and decorum of the institution by avoiding the 

celebrations of the occasions like birthday parties etc which may cause disturbance to 

other inmates of the campus /hostel. 

  Students are strictly instructed to keep-off the quarrels with employees, criticizing or 

abusing girl students with foul language etc. 



 

 Students will not be permitted to associate any private or political agencies and to rise 

the agitations based on caste, community, religion etc. 

 The institution organizes the administrative system according to the schedule if it is 

caused for any disruption for the lack of decorum and values system it is a loss of 

prestige for the students as well as the institution. 

  Living in this varied vicinity with different tastes and temperaments and standpoints 

is a challenging task for every individual and a test for unique identity how he is 

groomed by himself in respectable manner. So, every student has to be the part and 

parcel of the institutional values. 

 Every student has to understand the scope of interaction and can do it decently and in 

the acceptable manner but your behavior should not reflect the perverse and sadistic 

mindset. 

 Ragging is seriously considered during the out stay and stay inside of the campus and 

those who are involved in it will be liable to the crime. as per the rules under ragging 

act 26
th

 of 1997. 

 Every student may be allowed to carry their grievances through the channel either 

through HOD or grievance redressal or directly to the Head of the institution. 

 The effective communication in the entire hierarchy can establish a healthy 

cooperative system which ensures the administration to hand the appropriate decision 

making. 

 Every student should use the water and electricity resources economically due to the 

shortage of the resources and have to address the problem to be the part of their 

responsibility so every student should unnecessarily consume the water and electricity 

either in the hostel or in the campus or of course where ever he maybe. 

 The institution considers unauthorized entry of the outsiders or students with a 

criminal offence thereby they may be suspended for the allegations. 

 Students are strictly offended from using their mobile phones, cameras and other 

prohibited gadgets across the campus if founded they will be confiscated and returned 

by the completion of their course 

 In view of keeping the special endeavor in this hectic and cut-throat student may use 

library sources at the optimum level so as students may engage the books in the 

library overtime but they should not loiter and gossip on the roads /parapet walls/stare 

cases/gardening areas. 

 Students can use the parking place allotted by the authorities and they should not ride 

the vehicles inside the campus and should not be caused per noise pollution. 

 To be the part of the precautionary sense possession or usage of fire crackers, 

weapons and any other explosives that causes for the damage and injury are prevented 

and found the students who are involved in carriage of the above said materials will be 

liable for prosecution. 

 The students who are charged or under the suspension will not be allowed to enter the 

campus 



 

Class Room Conduct 
The classroom is a divine place where the student gets the source of 

knowledge through various activities i.e., listening, interacting, sharing, observing, 

imitating and by reading and studying. The mission will be completed successfully 

when the student maintains decorum, dress code and punctuality. So, the students 

have to maintain good rapport with their teachers and work together towards the 

realization of an effective teaching- learning transaction in the classroom. So, there 

must be the mutual bond and affection in the knowledge sharing process with the 

mutual cooperation, collaboration and comprehension. Ultimately the student should 

create a positive environment in the classroom where a teacher should teach with lots 

of love and concern with high order of respect. 

 Student has to keep his presence five minutes before the commencement of the class 

and gives the respect by standing to the arrival of the class teacher. 

 The systematic schedule was framed to make the learning process easier and simpler 

with a lot of integration without any disruption. 

 Inattentiveness may disturb the class and effects the teaching learning system. Hence 

the students have to know the good rapport between the students and the student with 

the teacher can promote the academic relations strongly which can help for the better 

evaluation. 

 Maintaining the attendance schedule of the students is mandatory requirement as per 

the norms. The absence of the students under the respective circumstances will be 

furtherly explained for the ground. 

 Student should be very punctual and decent in the regular intervals and at the time of 

changing the class to the laboratory. 

 As per the norms of the university system every student has to maintain 80% of the 

attendance in a semester otherwise the students will not be eligible to take their 

semester examinations. 

 Condonation facility for the shortage of the attendance is arranged for the 10% of the 

attendance shortage students based on the priority of attendance. 

Library Conduct 
The library is the place which helps you to explore new vistas of knowledge and 

distinguish yourself from other students. It is a place where you can read, think, 

deeply reflect and generate new ideas. It is the place where you can study the project 

reports of your seniors, journals etc., and keenly appreciate as well as update yourself 

on the latest developments. Hence you should seek to spend as much time as possible 

in this centre of learning, and thereby help yourself actively in your own intellectual 

growth. 

It need not be, therefore, mentioned that top priority is accorded for the proper 

maintenance and development of this facility. Attempts are always on to procure the 

latest and best books, magazines, journals, audio-visual aids for the students and 

faculty members to help them in continuously enriching themselves. 

 Students are advised to keep their mobiles in a silent mode at the time of their study in 

library. 



 

 Students feel responsible for the books which they were loaned and returned them 

conditionally good and have to bear the penalty for their late submission and damage. 

 Library resources are the great asset for the student community. They must be used 

effectively ensuring their knowledge. 

 You must be quiet and peaceful during the time of your stay in library and has to mind 

the sound may ruin your peace and it stunts the growth of the ideas. 

 The national and international journals can be viewed by online from the digital 

library section in the library. 

 Every student must sign in the log book at their arrival and departure with their name 

and register numbers at the entrance of the library. 

 When the students enter the library, they have to place their foot wares at the space 

allotted. 

 As hundreds of the stunts are visiting to the library, everything should be neat, clean, 

tedious and well furnished. 

 The library staff offer the services for their own operational efficiency. 

 

Laboratory conduct 
For an engineering graduate, development of skills is more important than having the 

theory and it happens in the labs. All the creative works, innovative ideas are generated only 

in the labs. This is the place for experimentation and innovation and seeing your ideas take 

shape. In short, it helps you to gain practical exposure to various technologies and at the same 

time gain hands-on experience of working with various tools and equipment. Effective use of 

labs will help you become competent professionals in the long run. 

Continuous efforts are made by the departments to further augment the laboratory 

equipment to aid you in carrying out your project works or doing research. You are advised to 

make your learning purposeful and meaningful through the use of these facilities. 

 Every student has to handle the institutional property with great care and it is their 

responsibility to keep them in good condition and for the case of damage they must be 

replaced on their initiation. 

 Every student has to take up their assignments and experiments under the care of the 

faculty concerned in the lab and follow the instructions from the display chart of the 

manual. 

 The students in the laboratory should maintain the spirit of coordination while 

working in a team and have to ensure the slow learners to cope with the materials. 

 When the students are working in the laboratory, they must follow the instructions of 

the concerned lab in charge and handle the instruments with great care and has to feel 

that safeguard is the prior zone. 

 While doing the experiments in teams, you should share the use of the equipment 

equally among yourselves. Consumables are to be utilized to the optimum level. 

 The students may be allowed to use their additional time in the laboratories for the 

completion of their tasks and experiments under the assistance of the laboratory in 

charge and with the permission of the HOD. 



 

 Every laboratory maintains log book and every student has to sign at their arrival and 

departures of the lab slots. 

 In view of safe guarding and protection students are instructed to wear the apron and 

over coat along with the shoes for the feet. 

 When the students are dealing with the chemicals in the laboratory, they are instructed 

to wear the glouse and held up other safety measures. 

 

Hostel Conduct 
 

A hostel is a place where your emotional intelligence develops through sharing 

and teaming up. Valuable life skills are developed as hostels can offer you great 

opportunities for living and evolving together. At the same time students should 

remember that the hostel facility is a shared facility and so cannot be prerogative of 

few. You are advised to maintain discipline and decorum in the hostel rooms, 

corridors and dining halls. You should demonstrate morality, discipline and mutual 

sense of honour under all circumstances, while training to become good citizens. The 

Institution authorities aim at providing sufficient avenues for recreational and social 

activities to have all round development of the students. The wardens and faculty 

regularly interact with students to find out their grievances and from time to time 

initiate improvements to make student-stay comfortable. As a student you should 

maintain a good atmosphere in the hostel an build harmonious relations with each 

other besides cooperating with the authorities. 

 At the time of the admission student is made to read the instructions of the college 

hostel. 

 The student has to pay the caution deposit along with the hostel fee for additional need 

for the future. 

 Hostel management is always available to the needs of the students. 

 An ambulance facility is also provided by the management for the services at the 

emergency. 

 The great medical care was being taken up by the medical officer of the college. 

 The log book is also maintained at the hostel entrance gate at the time of their arrival 

and departures. 

 Students are under the coverage of surveillance through the CC Cameras and security 

personnel located at every corner of the hostel building. 

 Once in a week every students’ parents are interacted by the hostel wardens about  

their wards’ discipline and other aspects. 

 Residents are instructed to keep their own safe guard for their valuables in the hostel 

and the money to be deposited in the college authorized bank. 

 Students are strictly prohibited from the consumption of alcohol, chewing tobacco and 

other vices. 

 The management is succeeded to create the ambient atmosphere for studies and for 

aesthetics with all the novelties exploring the knowledge beyond the boundaries. 



 

 The hostel rooms are well furnished with lighting and ventilation and the other 

amenities including waste bins for every room. 

 Students are very strictly instructed not to damage any part of the equipment. 

 Students are advised not to use any appliances other than their laptops in the 

hostel to avoid them mishaps. 

 Parents and guardians of the students are allowed to visit the hostel on 

Saturdays and Sunday from 4.00 to 6.00PM. 

 Every student is advised to maintain the healthy relations and discourses with 

their inmates and other mates. 

 Students are allowed to leave the hostel under the permission granted by the 

concerned heads. 

 Students are not supposed to make any kind of changes during his stay in the 

hostel without permission. 

 When he surrenders the room after the completion of the course to the chief 

warden as it should be as how he has received at the time of joining. 

 Every year at the beginning of the academic year hostel facilities are 

modernized by the repair work and painting. 

 In the hostel there is the sick room which has been under the coverage of the 

medical in charge. 

 Ragging is entirely prevented from the hostel by keeping everything under the 

surveillance. 

Dining Hall Etiquette 
 Hygienic atmosphere was created in the dining hall and the mess staff is at their 

service on their turns. 

 The meals and breakfast are served as per the timings decided by the hostel 

administration. 

 Students are strictly instructed not to waste the food and to use the waste bins 

for the wastage. 

 On the notice of any discomfort of the students and discrepancies the hostel 

management are ready to extend their service immediately. 

 The mess in charge is always available to check about the provisions of the 

mess and responds with a momentary action. 

At the Playground 
 

 Sports facilities and equipment are the collective property of the student community. 

So each one of you while sharing them should feel responsible or its safekeeping and 

effective use. Misuse or loss of equipment deprives others from using it. 

 All games indoor or outdoor should be played with proper sporting spirit. Playing 

sports helps not only to build team spirit but also learn valuable life skills, which are 

essential for building an integrated and balanced personality. 



 

 Forming narrow affiliations in the sports arena defeats the very purpose of playing in 

teams. 

 

 For accessing sports facilities like Tennis tables or Cricket pitch etc., students should 

first take permission from the Physical Director, who shall allot their use on first 

come first served basis. No arguments or contentions will be tolerated. 
 

During Youth Fest 
 Students are advised against forming narrow groups along their discipline of study, 

community or regional basis and refrain from any kind of indiscipline or disruptive 

behaviour. 

 Students found guilty of misconduct like heckling performers on stage, teasing or 

making offensive remarks shall be seriously tackled and are accountable to the 

discipline committee. 

After word 
Having gone through this code of conduct, we hope that you will appreciate the rationale 

behind these ground rules, which you are expected to follow as a member of Chebrolu 

Engineering College. Following the code of conduct will not only make your four year stay 

on the campus comfortable, but will also transform you into an all rounded, balanced & 

integrated personality. 

As multi faceted and vibrant professional you can surely harvest your dreams and scale great 

heights in your chosen career. 

As with all social security systems, while serving the common good, the odd elements that 

flout rules or deviate from accepted norms will likewise be subjected to initiative action. 

Violation of the Code of Conduct will attract any one or a combination of the following 

punishments subject to the discretion of the Institution disciplinary committee: 

1. Fine with warning 

2. Fine with suspension 

3. Rustication for a semester 

4. Expulsion from college 



 

 

Declaration by the student 
 
 

 

I have received a copy of code of conduct and read and understood the contents. I 
shall abide by the code in to. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Date : (Signature of the Student). 
 

Name .......................................... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PARENT UNDERTAKING FORMAT 

 
 
 

The following undertaking has to be read carefully and undersigned by the parent to acknowledge the 
knowledge of punishments in prohibitions of ragging act. 

CHEBROLU ENGINEERING COLLEGE: CHEBROLU 
UNDERTAKING BY THE PARENT AS PER THE PROVISIONS OF ANTI-RAGGING VERDICT BY 

THE HON'BLE SUPREME COURT 
I hereby assure that I shall take necessary measures to restrain my son/daughter/ward from indulging 
himself/herself in ragging of any sort and I am aware of the punishments in Prohibitions of Ragging Act. 
I shall not appeal against any punishment imposed by the college on my son/daughter/ward for 
violation of norms of conduct and discipline that are adopted by the college from time to time. 
 
 
Signature of the Parent 

  


